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James Larkin 1968
this book is a detailed compilation of writings and lectures about the life of james larkin it reviews his influence in history and on various movements
across the country and abroad james larkin lion of the fold includes writing by james larkin and is a timely reminder of the long road that the irish people
have travelled together the book considers much of the history of the early irish labour movement and includes a vast range of opinion on james larkin

James Larkin: Lion of the Fold 2014-03-12
in 2011 on the cusp of its centenary year the labour party recorded its greatest ever electoral success with 37 tds elected and a president in doing so the
party has succeeded temporarily at least in breaking free from the old two and a half party system but why for its first century did labour struggle to
match its ambition this series of essays to mark the party s centenary assesses the challenges facing labour in a deeply conservative country where
echoes of civil war and catholic church hegemony have dominated the political landscape leading writers from the fields of journalism history and social
reform examine the failings splits and contradictions of ireland s oldest political party alongside the social and economic achievements to which the
labour party lays claim contributors ivana bacik michael laffan ronan o brien stephen collins david mccullagh eunan o halpin paul daly ciara meeha n
niamh puirseil diarmaid ferriter william mulligan kevin rafter eamon gilmore william murphy jane suiter all royalties to barnardos

Making the Difference? 2012-04-30
volume xiii of the dictionary of labour biography maintains the standard of original and thorough scholarship for which the series has earned its
outstanding reputation a unique study of nineteenth and twentieth century british history each entry is written by a specialist and engages with recent
developments in the field of labour history

James Larkin 1973
first published in 1985 the essays in this book pull together the diverse strands of research to give a comprehensive picture of the labour party which
strived to carve out for itself a niche within an existing political framework the first part of the book examines the composition the national local and
regional organisation of the party and its relations with the working classes the tuc and the liberals in the second part the contributors discuss the party
s stand on the main political issues of the day education the suffragettes ireland and other major areas of concern in the political arena at the beginning
of the century

James Larkin 1977
the life story of will crooks has a dickensian resonance as a working class child born into abject poverty he experienced the rigours of poplar workhouse
and poor law school nearly forty years later crooks became chairman of the poplar board of guardians the very board that had given him shelter during
his challenging early years crooks was a member of the coopers union for fifty five years and a leading pioneer of the trade union and labour movement
for over thirty this significant and sometimes controversial figure has been overlooked by modern historians here paul tyler presents a pioneering
political biography of a significant labour figure at both a local and national level and an important reinterpretation of the early trade union and labour
movement from the 1880s to the 1920s



Convict No. 50945 1975
this set of 44 volumes originally published between 1924 and 1995 amalgamates a wide breadth of research on the labour movement including labour
union history the early stages and development of the labour party and studies on the working classes this collection of books from some of the leading
scholars in the field provides a comprehensive overview of the subject how it has evolved over time and will be of particular interest to students of
political history

Dictionary of Labour Biography 2016-04-30
first delivered as part of an international conference held at brest university in november 2007 under the aegis of the centre de recherche bretonne et
celtique crbc this collection of essays essentially aims at interrogating history in order to better understand the political and ideological complexity of
early xxist century ireland this complexity reflects in many respects ireland s uniqueness among the western european nations some of the multiple
persuasions within the gamut of irish political ideology from the enlightenment to the present are thus explored from diverse angles of approach
dialectical taxonomic theoretical practical individual collective and through a diverse range of disciplines human sciences political science social sciences
literature philosophy and art history and themes from jonathan swift s rhetorical complexity to the evolution of irish republicanism after 9 11 including
the reassessment of daniel o connell s political ideology owenism in ireland oscar wilde s socialistic ideology the ideological development of the
republican and loyalist prisoners this unique collection of essays far from being a static historiographical description provides food for thought and sheds
light on the fascinating ambivalent dynamics lying at the heart of the building process of a modern nation resulting from the aggregate of individual will
collective ideals and zeitgeist the impressive variety of issues raised by authors of diverse origins united states ireland britain france including leading
experts in the above mentioned areas richard english robert mahony jonathan tonge kieran allen john sloan christopher murray vincent geoghegan
therefore widely contributes to the fact that the present book will be intellectually stimulating and enlightening at least as an introduction for all the
students and scholars of irish studies and other related disciplines

British Workers and the Independent Labour Party, 1888-1906 1984
by providing a comprehensive and multi layered picture of the troubled relationship between working class radicals and organised liberalism in england
between 1868 and 1888 labour and the caucus offers an innovative pre history of the labour party

The First Labour Party 1906-1914 2018-12-07
putting ireland on trial jim larkin s verdict was damning and resolute his words resound shuddering towards the present day where class division and
workers rights disputes make headlines with swelling frequency in this pioneering collection an exemplary list of contributors registers the radical
momentum within dublin in 1913 its effects internationally and its paramount example in shaping political activism within ireland to this day the
narrative of the beleaguered yet dignified workers who stood up to the greed of their irish masters is examined revealing the truths that were too fraught
with trauma shame and political tension to remain within popular memory beyond the animosity and immediate impact of the industrial dispute are its
enduring lessons through the first world war the easter rising and the birth of the irish free state its legacy real and adopted instructs the surge of
activism currently witnessed but to what effect the dublin lockout 1913 illuminates this pivotal class war in irish history inspiring shocking and the
nearest thing ireland had to a debate on the type of society that was wanted by its citizens



Labour's Lost Leader 2007-06-29
examines the labour party s approach to constitutional reforms in historical context and how these have been pursued more to modernize political
institutions rather that radically transform them explains the reasons for this constitutional conservatism and the debates which specific reform
proposals have prompted in the party

Routledge Library Editions: The Labour Movement 2021-07-28
hasn t it been a full life lillie and isn t this a good end were james connolly s last words to his wife in dublin castle in the early hours of 12 may 1916 just
before his execution for his part in leading the easter rising james connolly the son of irish immigrants was born in edinburgh the first fourteen years of
his life were spent in edinburgh and the next seven years in the king s liverpool regiment in ireland in 1889 he returned to edinburgh where he was a
socialist activist and organiser for seven years in 1896 at the age of 28 he was invited to dublin as socialist organiser founding the irish republican
socialist party and editing the workers republic connolly spent seven years in america between 1903 and 1910 returning to ireland in 1910 as organiser
of the socialist party of ireland connolly was appointed ulster organiser of the irish transport and general workers union by james larkin succeeding him
as acting general secretary in october 1914 as commander of the irish citizen army connolly joined with leaders of the irish republican brotherhood in the
easter rising in 1916 becoming commandant general of the dublin division of the army of the republic and vice president of the provisional government of
the irish republic for their part in the easter rising connolly and thirteen of his fellow revolutionaries were executed in kilmainham gaol by the british
government connolly the last to be executed was wounded in the rising and had to be strapped to a chair to face the firing squad this biography deals
with connolly s activities as soldier agitator propagandist orator socialist organiser pamphleteer trade union leader insurgent and traces the evolution of
his political thinking as social democrat revolutionist syndicalist revolutionary socialist insurrectionist it is based largely on connolly s prolific writings in
twenty seven journals in scotland england ireland france and america and some 200 letters which are particularly revealing of his relationships with
colleagues james connolly is the very best survey of connolly s remarkable life and times james connolly a full life table of contents preface by des
geraghty part i edinburgh 1868 1882 part ii ireland 1882 1889 part iii edinburgh 1889 1896 social democrat part iv dublin 1890 1903 revolutionist part v
america 1903 1910 syndicalist part vi writings part vii ireland 1910 1916 the red and the green revolutionary socialist insurrectionist part viii
revolutionary thinker appendices

Political Ideology in Ireland 2020-10-27
english historical documents is the most comprehensive annotated collection of documents on british not in reality just english history ever compiled
conceived during the second world war with a view to ensuring the most important historical documents remained available and accessible in perpetuity
the first volume came out in 1953 and the most recent volume almost sixty years later the print series edited by david c douglas is a magisterial survey of
british history covering the years 500 to 1914 and including around 5 500 primary sources all selected by leading historians editors it has over the years
become an indispensable resource for generations of students researchers and lecturers ehd is now available in its entirety online bringing ehd into the
digital age has been a long and complex process to provide you with first rate intelligent searchability routledge have teamed up with the institute of
historical research one of the research institutes that make up the school of advanced study university of london history ac uk to produce ehd online the
ihr s team of experts have fully indexed the documents using an exhaustive historical thesaurus developed by the royal historical society for its
bibliography of british and irish history the sources include treaties statutes declarations government and cabinet proceedings military dispatches orders
acts sermons newspaper articles pamphlets personal and official letters diaries and more each section of documents and many of the documents
themselves are accompanied by editorial commentary the sources cover a wide spectrum of topics from political and constitutional issues to social
economic religious as well as cultural history résumé de l éditeur



Labour and the Caucus 2014
reference book comprising a bibliography aiming to bring together secondary source interdisciplinary material on labour relations in the uk between the
years 1880 and 1970 covers employees attitudes trade unions and employees associations employers organizations the labour market and working
conditions etc

The Dublin Lockout, 1913 2017-07-24
nuala c johnson explores the complex relationship between social memory and space in the representation of war in ireland the irish experience of the
great war and its commemoration is the location of dr johnson s sustained and pioneering examination of the development of memorial landscapes and
her study represents a major contribution both to cultural geography and to the historiography of remembrance attractively illustrated this book
combines theoretical perspectives with original primary research showing how memory literally took place in post 1918 ireland and the various conflicts
and struggles that were both a cause and effect of this process of interest to scholars in a number of disciplines ireland the great war and the geography
of remembrance shows powerfully how irish efforts to collectively remember the great war were constantly in dialogue with issues surrounding the
national question and the memorials themselves bore witness to these tensions and ambiguities

The Labour Party and Constitutional Reform 2008-06-17
tadhg barry was the last high profile victim of the crown forces during the irish war of independence a veteran republican trade unionist journalist poet
gaa official and alderman on cork corporation he was shot dead in ballykinlar internment camp on 15 november 1921 barry s tragic death was a huge but
subsequently largely forgotten event in ireland dublin came to a standstill as a quarter of a million people lined the streets and the ira had its last full
mobilisation before the treaty split the funeral in cork echoed those of barry s comrades the martyred lord mayors tomás maccurtain and terence
macswiney the anglo irish treaty was signed three weeks later all internees were released and the movement that elevated him to hero martyr status was
ripped asunder in the ensuing civil war the name of tadhg barry became lost in the smoke this is the first biography of a fascinating activist described by
his british enemies as an utter disloyalist and by a comrade as a characteristic product of rebel cork courageous kindly generous to a fault bold and
daring and independent in speech and action it offers fascinating new perspectives on the dynamics of ireland s long revolution including glimpses of the
roads not taken

The Labour Magazine 1922
assessing the relative importance of british influence and of indigenous impulses in shaping an independent ireland this book identifies the relationship
between personality and process in determining irish history

James Connolly, A Full Life 2005-08-30
this set gathers together a collection of out of print titles all classics in their field reissued for the first time in some years they offer an insightful
reference resource to a variety of topics from professor colin holmes s groundbreaking studies of racism in british society to professor kitchen s analysis
of the rise of fascism in pre war austria these books shed much light on society s recent dark past



English Historical Documents, 1874-1914 1996
a comparative regional exploration of radicalism and the concept of community in britain

A Bibliography of Industrial Relations 1979-03-29
a pioneering analysis of how the easter rising and the battle of the somme have been remembered in ireland since 1916

Ireland, the Great War and the Geography of Remembrance 2003-05-29
why do people rebel this is one of the most important questions historians and social scientists have been grappling with over the years it is a question to
which no satisfactory answer has been found despite more than a century of research however in most cases the research has focused on what people do
if they rebel but hardly ever why they rebel the essays in this volume offer an alternative perspective based on the question at what point families
decided to add collective action to their repertoires of survival strategies in this way this volume opens up a promising new field of historical research the
intersection of labour and family history the authors offer fascinating case studies in several countries spanning over four continents during the last two
centuries in an extensive introduction the relevant literature on households and collective action is discussed and the volume is rounded off by a
conclusion that provides methodological and theoretical suggestions for the further exploration of this new field in social history

Utter Disloyalist 2021-10-29
what is it like to be in the i r a or at their mercy this fascinating study explores the lives and deaths of the enemies and victims of the county cork i r a
between 1916 and 1923 the most powerful and deadly branch of the i r a during one of the most turbulent periods in twentieth century ireland these
years saw the breakdown of the british legal system and police authority the rise of republican violence and the escalation of the conflict into a full scale
guerilla war leading to a wave of riots ambushes lootings and reprisal killings with civilians forming the majority of victims in this unacknowledged civil
war religion may have provided the starting point for the conflict but class prejudice patriotism and personal grudges all fuelled the development and
continuation of widespread violence using an unprecedented range of sources many of them only recently made public peter hart explores the motivation
behind such activity his conclusions not only reveal a hidden episode of ireland s troubled past but provide valuable insights into the operation of similar
terrorist groups today

Imperialism and the British Labour Movement, 1914–1964 1975-06-18
james connolly served in the british army for seven years but would go on to lead the 1916 irish rising against british rule in dublin following service he
joined the socialist movement in scotland he founded the irish socialist republican party and pioneered the application of marxist ideas to irish questions
his goal was a socialist workers republic in the united states connolly joined the iww in 1905 and campaigned across the country with the socialist party
for eugene debs for president in 1916 he believed europe was ripe for revolution and hoped an irish insurrection could act as a spark he was correct and
for this he was executed by the british government but his spirit has never been buried connolly led working class struggles and theorised them he is one
of the most fascinating leaders the socialist movement has ever produced despite great tragedies he remained a committed revolutionary his life and
ideas are essential for understanding irish history and the global struggle for human liberation the james connolly reader contains his most important
articles pamphlets and books an extensive introduction contextualises connolly for anyone interested in irish history struggles for self determination and
the global socialist movement connolly was a leading participant at the epicenter of events shaping the course of modern ireland those events and
connolly s practical and theoretical contribution are critically relevant he insisted and action on the belief the world could and must be turned upside
down in pursuit of human liberation another ireland another world was possible and connolly was determined to see it born



Ireland, 1912-1985 1989
the second edition of this bestselling survey of modern irish history covers social religious as well as political history and offers a distinctive combination
of chronological and thematic approaches

Routledge Library Editions: Racism and Fascism 2021-06-23
performing the northern ireland peace process offers a nuanced and stimulating analysis which goes beyond standard explanations by exploring the
motives and means used by those who made peace in northern ireland professor timothy white xavier university usa paul dixon has produced an
impressive and challenging book dixon defends the northern ireland peace process as a carefully crafted drawn out episode in realist pragmatic politics
however he pulls few punches in highlighting the moral deceptions which have kept the process in play provocatively dixon also challenges a wide range
of academic interpretations of the processes and their associated political prescriptions thoughtful and well researched throughout performing the
northern ireland peace process is an essential read for anyone interested in conflict management professor jon tonge university of liverpool in this
outstanding book dixon shows yet again the importance of the theatrical metaphor for northern ireland more importantly still he demonstrates that the
adoption of a critically realist outlook actually enhances our capacity to think creatively about the political choices we face in international politics and
the alternative policies and institutions we might construct professor adrian little the university of melbourne this book is exceptional in defending the
dirty politics of the northern ireland peace process political actors in britain ireland and the united states performed the peace process and used political
skills often including deception and hypocrisy in order to wind down the conflict and achieve accommodation these political skills it is argued are often
morally justifiable even as they are popularly condemned the northern ireland peace process has been highly successful in reducing violence and an
accurate understanding of its politics is an important contribution to international debates about managing conflict

Citizenship and Community 2002-06-20
a critical companion to one of ireland s most famous studied and controversial playwrights this provides a detailed exploration of o casey s oeuvre taking
in his plays autobiographical writing and essays special attention is paid to the three dublin plays and the works in performance

Remembering 1916 2016-03-03
between 1932 and 1940 oswald mosley s british union of fascists established a highly vigorous and active presence in east london and south west essex
the east end of london in particular was a centre of intense fascist activity a development that has inspired much comment by historians despite an
enduring interest in the mosleyite presence in this region by scholars two important features of this phenomenon have remained in need of investigation
firstly the need to consider the emergence development and character of local mosleyite fascism from a perspective that is sensitive to the region s varied
municipal environment by focusing on local mosleyite branches and cadres as they contested political power within this municipal context this book
stresses the pluralism and diversity of mosleyite fascism in this region secondly there has been no previous study of the buf s membership and support
base in this area during these years large numbers of local individuals were recruited into buf branches in east london and south west essex however
beyond one or two high profile local mosleyite officials who featured in the earlier literature on the buf our knowledge of this numerically large following
has been almost non existent by identifying various sociological types who pledged their support to mosley this book attempts to compensate for this
absence the related question of motivation is also considered through an examination of the ideological and psychological disposition of local joiners



Rebellious Families 2002-12-01
looks at the lives and politics of four of the key players in the independence and labour movements of the 19th century daniel o connell 1775 1847 charles
stewart parnell 1846 91 michael davitt 1846 1906 and james bronterre o brien 1805 64 volume 3 looks at the life of michael davitt

The I.R.A. and its Enemies 1999-11-18
margaret thatcher branded the leaders of the 1984 85 miners strike the enemy within in this classic account seumas milne reveals the astonishing
lengths to which her government and its intelligence machine were prepared to go to destroy the power of britain s miners union in this 30th anniversary
edition new material brings the story up to date with further revelations about the secret war against organized labour and political dissent and the
devastating price paid for the thatcher administrations onslaught by communities across britain

A James Connolly Reader 2018-05-15
politics at the centre studies the ways in which political parties select and remove their leaders in five parliamentary democracies australia canada
ireland new zealand and the united kingdom it addresses the subject through cross national comparison of 25 parties in these countries from 1965 to the
present day

Ireland since 1800 2013-12-02
the key turning point in modern ireland s history the anglo irish treaty of 1921 has shadowed ireland s political life for decades in this first book length
assessment of the treaty in over seventy years jason knirck recounts the compelling story of the nationalist politics that produced the irish revolution the
tortuous treaty negotiations and the deep divisions within sinn féin that led to the slow unraveling of fragile party cohesion focusing on broad ideological
and political disputes as well as on the powerful personalities involved the author considers the major issues that divided the pro and anti treaty forces
why these issues mattered and the later judgments of historians he concludes that the treaty debates were in part the result of the immaturity of irish
nationalist politics as well as the overriding emphasis given to revolutionary unity a fascinating story in their own right the treaty debates also open a
wider window onto questions of european nationalism colonialism state building and competing visions of irish national independence treaty documents

Performing the Northern Ireland Peace Process 2018-06-15
the elusive search for stability is the subject of professor d george boyce s nineteenth century ireland the fifth in the new gill history of ireland series
nineteenth century ireland began and ended in armed revolt the bloody insurrections of 1798 were the proximate reasons for the passing of the act of
union two years later the long nineteenth century lasted until 1922 by which the institutions of modern ireland were in place against a background of the
great war the ulster rebellion and the armed uprising of the nationalist ireland the hope was that in an imperial structure the ethnic religious and
national differences of the inhabitants of ireland could be reconciled and eliminated nationalist ireland mobilised a mass democratic movement under
daniel o connell to secure catholic emancipation before seeing its world transformed by the social cataclysm of the great irish potato famine at the same
time the protestant north east of ulster was feeling the first benefits of the industrial revolution although post famine ireland modernised rapidly only the
north east had a modern economy the mixture of protestantism and manufacturing industry integrated into the greater united kingdom and gave a new
twist to the traditional irish protestant hostility to catholic political demands in the home rule period from the 1880s to 1914 the prospect of partition
moved from being almost unthinkable to being almost inevitable nineteenth century ireland collapsed in the various wars and rebellions of 1912 22 like
many other parts of europe than and since it had proved that an imperial superstructure can contain domestic ethnic rivalries but cannot always
eliminate them nineteenth century ireland table of contents introduction the union prelude and aftermath 1798 1808 the catholic question and protestant



answers 1808 29 testing the union 1830 45 the land and its nemesis 1845 9 political diversity religious division 1850 69 the shaping of irish politics 1 the
making of irish nationalism 1870 91 the shaping of irish politics 2 the making of irish unionism 1870 93 from conciliation to confrontation 1891 1914
modernising ireland 1834 1914 the union broken 1914 23 stability and strife in nineteenth century ireland

The Theatre of Sean O'Casey 2013-11-21
jones barry owen 1932 australian politician writer and lawyer born in geelong educated at melbourne university he was a public servant high school
teacher television and radio performer university lecturer and lawyer before serving as a labor mp in the victorian parliament 1972 77 and the australian
house of representatives 1977 98 he took a leading role in reviving the australian film industry abolishing the death penalty in australia and was the first
politician to raise public awareness of global warming the post industrial society the it revolution biotechnology the rise of the third age and the need to
preserve antarctica as a wilderness in the hawke government he was minister for science 1983 90 prices and consumer affairs 1987 small business 1987
90 and customs 1988 90 he became a member of the executive board of unesco paris 1991 95 and national president of the australian labor party 1992
2000 2005 06 he was deputy chairman of the constitutional convention 1998 his books include decades of decision 1860 1965 joseph ii 1968 age of
apocalypse 1975 and he edited the penalty is death 1968 sleepers wake technology and the future of work was published by oxford university press in
1982 became a bestseller and has been translated into chinese japanese korean swedish and braille the fourth edition was published in 1995 knowledge
courage leadership a collection of speeches and essays appeared in 2016 he received a dsc for his services to science in 1988 and a dlitt in 1993 for his
work on information theory elected ftse 1992 faha 1993 faa 1996 and fassa 2003 he is the only person to have become a fellow of four of australia s five
learned academies awarded an ao in 1993 named as one of australia s 100 living national treasures in 1998 he was elected a visiting fellow commoner of
trinity college cambridge in 1999 his autobiography a thinking reed was published in 2006 and the shock of recognition about music and literature in
2016 in 2014 he received an ac for services as a leading intellectual in australian public life

East London for Mosley 1996

Ourselves Alone 1986

Lives of Victorian Political Figures, Part II, Volume 3 2021-03-24

The Enemy Within 2014-04-01

Politics at the Centre 2012-01-12

Imagining Ireland's Independence 2006



Nineteenth-Century Ireland (New Gill History of Ireland 5) 2005-09-27

Dictionary of World Biography 2019-05-10
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